
Minutes of the Treasure Valuation Committee 

Director’s Dining Room, British Museum, Wednesday 27th June 2007, 11am 

 

Present: 

 

Committee   Other     Apologies 
Norman Palmer (chair)  Caroline Barton (BM)   Jack Ogden 

John Cherry   Caroline Lyons (BM)  Roger Bland (BM) 

Trevor Austin   Fi Hitchcock (BM) 

May Sinclair   Stephen Hodgson (DCMS) 

Peter Clayton   Owain Lloyd-James (DCMS)  
      

Item 1:  Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday 16th May 2007 

 

The minutes were passed as a true record, with one minor correction. 

 

Item 2:  Matters arising 

 

* A query was raised concerning item no. 8 from the previous agenda (May meeting), the 

Chiseldon Cauldrons (2005 T178), and DCMS confirmed that the submission was still 

under consideration by the Secretary of State and would be returned hopefully at the next 

meeting. 

 

* News on the Coroner’s bill was presented: the previously open-ended schedule for this 

Bill being brought has now been given a deadline of the end of the summer (clarified as 

the beginning of September). It was emphasised therefore that moves to obtain the 

necessary resolution to retain all the hoped-for inclusions should be made over the 

remaining time period, particularly concerning the extension of the duty to report to all 

acquirers of potential Treasure, rather than finders only. 

 

To this end, it was confirmed that meetings had been set up for the following week 

between DCMS, the British Museum and Professor Palmer to continue discussion, and it 

was emphasised that if TVC members wished to feed comments and views through 

Professor Palmer to aid these discussions, this would be both an efficient route and 

greatly appreciated. 

 

In terms of extending the duty to report, SH suggested that it would also be beneficial to 

have concrete data to hand, to inform the DCMS of the potential impact of this proposal, 

and FH confirmed that data from the British Museum’s on-going monitoring of eBay 

might best fulfil this purpose and, speaking for colleagues not present, indicated that 

provision of this should be possible within the required timeframe. 

 

A question was raised concerning whether the statute of limitations would extinguish the 

Crown’s title to a potential treasure find after a period of time anyway, and Professor 

Palmer confirmed that it would if there had been a good faith purchase. 

 

The five potential provisions to be brought in as part of the Coroner’s bill, alongside 

provision for a single Treasure coroner, were confirmed as: 

 The introduction of an obligation on the finder of Treasure to deliver their find, as 

well as report it, to a designated person.  

 Widening of the duty to report to include anyone who comes into possession of 

unreported Treasure, in addition to actual finders.  

 The removal of the burden for Coroners of ruling on whether an object is Treasure 

before a disclaim can be issued. 

 The exemption of coroners from civil liability claims regarding title or loss/ 

damage, where the Coroner has acted in accordance with Government guidance. 



 Amendment of the system whereby a prosecution under the Treasure Act needs to 

be brought within 6 months of the offence, to a system whereby it must be brought 

within 6 months of when there is sufficient knowledge to justify a prosecution. 

 

Item 3: Artefacts for consideration 

  

Prehistoric artefacts 

 

1*  Bronze Age base metal group from Arundel area, West Sussex (2006 T272) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £150.  

 

2*  Bronze Age base metal group from Shorwell, Isle of Wight (2006 T290) 

The provisional valuer suggested £75; the Committee inspected the find and, agreeing with the 

valuer, recommended £75. 

 

3*  Bronze Age penannular ring from Buntingford, Herts (2006 T379) 

The provisional valuer suggested £450; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £450. 

 

4*  Bronze Age gold strip from Sixpenny Handley, Dorset (2006 T514) 
The provisional valuer suggested £250; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and 

compared the find to Charminster, Dorset (2006 T380; £290) which is in much better condition, 

complete and much larger (length: 75mm approx). Following discussion, the Committee 

recommended a value of £200. 

 

5*  Bronze Age biconical gold pendant from Chichester area, West Sussex (2006 T263) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £400. 

 

6  Bronze Age metalwork hoard from Pencoyd, Herefordshire (2005 T412) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,300; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and 

also noted the unusual nature of the waisted axe and the good general condition of the find. 

Agreeing with the valuer, the Committee recommended £1, 300.  

 

7  Bronze Age base metal group from Bampton, Oxon (2006 T470) 

The provisional valuer suggested £900; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

noting the good condition and patination of the finds and the unusual survival of the haft section, 

recommended £950. 

 

8  Bronze Age basket ornaments from Gilmorton, Leics (2006 T154)-challenge- 2nd viewing 

Following the TVC’s recommendation of £600, the finder’s submission was considered and 

discussed, especially his contention that his own comparanda were valid. The Committee 

however confirmed that these were not considered to be comparable objects, being different 

categories of ornament. In contrast, other examples of basket earrings have been seen in recent 

years, including Calbourne, Isle of Wight (2005 T113; £125), as well as others of better quality 

and more decoration. The Committee therefore confirmed their previous recommendation of 

£600. 

 

9  Bronze Age assemblage from Northampton area (2004 T242) – challenge- 3rd viewing 

The valuation of £1750 was not revisited. The Committee discussed the new correspondence in 

detail, and concluded that as a member of a detecting association the finder should have known 

that all land has an owner and permission is a prerequisite. It was also concluded that a level of 

evasion was in evidence when the finder sought retrospective permission to detect on the land, in 

that his letter contained no admission that previous activity had occurred and the assemblage 

found.  

However, it was also felt that the finder did appear to have been detecting in good faith on what 

he thought to be common land, and had in the end acted responsibly in reporting the find, and 



also had cooperated fully in confirming the detail of the findspot.  

Following lengthy discussion of the issues from all angles, it was decided to recommend an 

abatement of 40% of the finder’s share in favour of the landowner, therefore awarding £450 to 

the finder, and £1050 to the landowner. 

 

10  Iron Age button ring and belt ring from Newchurch, Isle of Wight (2006 T396) 
The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find and discussed the 

finder’s comments. It was noted that the pieces were large, up to a third larger than normal for 

button and belt rings, and were of good metal. The Committee also confirmed the opinion that an 

‘armament’ (e.g. horse harness or sword/belt fitting) rather than a ‘dress’ categorisation of the 

items was both a more probable, and more commercial assessment. As such, wider comparanda 

were considered, and a value of £120 was recommended. 

 

Roman Artefacts 

 

11*  Roman finger-ring from Goring Heath, Oxon (2006 T526) 

The provisional valuer suggested £125. The Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

comparing it to similar items from the Snettisham jeweller’s hoard, of similar weight but better 

condition, considered the provisional valuation slightly high. £100 was recommended. 

 

12  Roman silver octagonal bezel from Chirton, Wiltshire (2006 T233) 

Following provisional valuations of £380-£420, £150 and a private valuation commissioned by 

the acquiring museum of £100-£120, the Committee inspected the find carefully. The highest 

valuation was considered much closer to a retail price than an auction price, even if the object 

were in very good, very clean condition, and therefore, following discussion, the Committee 

agreed with the second valuation and recommended £150.  

 

Early Medieval artefacts 

 

13*  Anglo-Saxon silver-gilt sword ring from Shalfleet area, Isle of Wight (2006 T544) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150-£180; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, agreeing with the valuer and noting that this was a nice example and in good condition, 

recommended £180. 

 

14*  Viking gold finger-ring from Pocklington area, Yorkshire (2006 T629) 
The provisional valuer suggested £300-£400. The Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

noting the flattening that had occurred, and agreeing with this valuation, recommended £300. 

 

15  Anglo-Saxon gold and garnet pendant from Shepshed, Leicestershire (2006 T568) 

The provisional valuer suggested £2,200-£2,500. The Committee inspected the find in light of 

this, also comparing it to Kirk Deighton (2003 T143; £2000), a very similar item but with marks 

on the gem. Following discussion, the Committee therefore recommended £2,200. 

 

16  Anglo-Saxon silver sword pommel from Gresford, Denbighshire (06.17)- 2nd viewing 

Following provisional valuations of £3,500, and £5,000-£7,000, the Committee re-inspected the 

find. Mouldsworth, Cheshire (2003 T149; £4250) was considered the best comparanda, a silver 

pommel with fine decoration but incomplete, and following further discussion, the Committee 

recommended £5,500. 

 

17  Late Anglo-Saxon mount from Great Dunham, Norfolk (2006 T522) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400-£600; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, agreeing with the provisional valuer, recommended £500. 

 

Medieval artefacts 

 

18*  Medieval dress fitting from Bosworth, Leicestershire (2006 T270) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer and taking into account the possible association in relation to 



provenance, the Committee recommended £120.  

 

 

19*  Medieval silver mount from Ewelme, Oxon (2005 T336) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, but felt 

the item to be rather light and with relatively plain ornamentation, and therefore the provisional 

valuation was felt to be nearer a retail price than an auction price. The Committee therefore, 

following discussion, recommended £50. 

 

20*  Medieval annular silver brooch from Tentwyn, Walterstone, Herefordshire (2006 T28) 

The provisional valuer suggested £40-£60; the Committee inspected the find and, agreeing with 

the valuer, also felt it to be a nice example, therefore recommending £60. 

 

21*  Medieval silver-gilt annular brooch from Radley, Oxon (2006 T94) 

The provisional valuer suggested £15-£20; the Committee inspected the find in light of this but 

felt it to be a neat and complete example, therefore recommending £25. 

 

22*  Medieval silver brooch from Heckington, Lincolnshire (2006 T609) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-£60; the Committee inspected the find and, agreeing with 

the valuer, recommended £60, to reflect the good weight and quality of ornament. 

 

23*  Medieval silver-gilt earscoop from Calbourne, Isle of Wight (2006 T623) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100. The Committee inspected the find and considering it to 

be an interesting example with gilding, therefore recommended £120. 

 

24*  Medieval silver folding strap fitting from West Clandon, Surrey (2006 T191) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £80. 

 

25*  Medieval silver gilt coin brooch from Bury St Edmonds area, Suffolk (2006 T574) 

The provisional valuer suggested £90-£120; the Committee inspected the find and discussed the 

rarity of the mint of the coin. With this consideration in mind as well as the object’s interest as 

converted jewellery, the Committee recommended £150. 

 

26  Medieval gold finger-ring from Chichester area, West Sussex (2006 T63) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1000; the Committee inspected the find closely in light of this, 

but did not agree with the valuer on an ecclesiastical link, feeling this to be a more secular piece, 

with resulting impact on commercial interest. It was also noted that the sapphire was not the 

original stone, and that the workmanship that set this gem was of a lesser quality. With these 

considerations in mind, and with a close comparison seen with Wendover, Bucks (2004 T377; 

£850), the Committee recommended £850. 

 

27  Medieval silver brooch from Diss area, Suffolk (2006 T603) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-£150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

and also in light of the finder’s comments. Further comparanda were also noted of higher value, 

for example the Isle of Wight (2004 T34; £300) and Stanthorpe, Cheshire (2005 T19; £350), and 

the Committee therefore recommended a value of £280. 

 

28  Medieval gold finger-ring from Cerne Abbas Dorset (2005 T360)-Challenge- 3rd viewing 

Following the TVC’s previous recommendation of £750, and the finder’s private valuation of 

£2,200 and subsequent clarifying submission from the valuers, the Committee re-inspected both 

the find and all the submissions. It was noted that although the private valuation was confirmed 

not to be an insurance price, it was still considered to be closer to a retail value than an auction 

value. The private valuer’s comparanda were also considered, but were seen to be much finer 

examples, with much finer engraving, more interesting inscriptions, and in pristine condition; the 

categorisation of the Cerne Abbas ring as a secular rather than ecclesiastical object was also 

noted. 

Therefore, the comparanda for simple inscribed rings of similar ornamentation were revisited, 



and the closest confirmed as Southend-on-Sea (2003 T285; £850). The Committee therefore, 

following further discussion, recommended increasing the recommended value to £850. 

 

 

Post-medieval artefacts 

 

29*  Post-medieval dress hook from Kingstone area, Herefordshire (2006 T128) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-£120; the Committee inspected the find and, agreeing 

with the valuer, recommended £120. 

 

30*  Post-medieval dress hook from Crondall, Hampshire (2006 T450) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120-£150. The Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, considering it to be an interesting piece with an attractive flower motif, agreed with the 

higher end of the valuer’s range, recommending £150. 

 

31*  Post-medieval dress hook from Swainsthorpe, Norfolk (2006 T468) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120-£150. The Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, considering it to be an interesting piece with almost fully intact gilding, agreed with the 

higher end of the valuer’s range, recommending £150. 

 

32*  Post-medieval dress hook from Fawler, Oxon (2006 T604) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80-£100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

and agreeing with the valuer, recommended £90. 

 

33*  Post-medieval silver gilt posy ring from Orcop, Herefordshire (2006 T245) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £150. 

 

34*  Post-medieval gold finger-ring from Leatherhead, Surrey (2006 T309) 

The provisional valuer suggested £250-£350; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

confirming that the very small size would affect commercial interest as it would only prove 

wearable by a smaller number of people. However, it was also noted to be an attractive piece, and 

so the Committee agreed with the higher end of the valuer’s range, recommending £350. 

 

35*  Post-medieval gold finger-ring from Thankeham, West Sussex (2006 T497) 

The provisional valuer suggested £70-£80; the Committee inspected the find and, noting the 

damaged and incomplete nature of the find, agreed with the valuer, recommending £75. 

 

36*  Post-medieval shoe buckle from Chalgrove, Oxon (2005 T337) 

The provisional valuer suggested £10-£15; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, but 

considered it to be a substantial, attractive example, and therefore that the valuer’s suggestion 

was slightly low. The Committee, following discussion, recommended £25. 

 

37*  Post-medieval silver thimble from Kingstone, Herefordshire (2006 T170) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, but 

considered such a value to be slightly high, taking into account the crushing and possibly 

deliberate cut to the item which would make it unusable, and would mean the cost of restoration 

would be high, relative to the potential added value this would bring. As the thimble was also felt 

to be a late example and without specifically notable features, the Committee recommended £40. 

 

38*  Post-medieval silver whistle from Stalbridge, Dorset (2006 T177) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and 

broadly agreed with the valuer. Following both discussion and comparison with various complete 

examples seen recently, the Committee recommended £175. 

 

39*  Post-medieval silver cosmetic set from West Hagbourne, Oxon (2005 T311) 

The provisional valuer suggested £250; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £250. 



 

40  Post-medieval gold pendant from South West Essex (2006 T582) 

The provisional valuers suggested £1,000-£1,500 and £20,000. The submission by Colchester 

Museums was considered. Following discussion, the Committee requested that this find be 

deferred until a third valuation has been commissioned. 

 
Item 3: Coin finds for consideration 

 

Roman coins 

 

41  Roman silver coins (3) from Shellingford, Oxon (2005 T338) 

The provisional valuer suggested £45-£60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £60. 

 

Post-Medieval coins 

 

42 Post-Medieval gold unites (59) from Chipping Norton, Oxon (2005 T65) – additional 

info from finder 

This case was deferred while awaiting legal advice from DCMS, in response to finder and 

coroner submissions recently received. 

 
Iron Age coins (late submission) 

 

43 Iron Age and Roman gold staters and silver coins (36) with flint container (2003 T37) 

The provisional valuer suggested £9, 500 - £10, 000 for the main hoard and £300 - £350 for the single 

coin with separate museum interest. The Committee inspected the finds in light of these valuations 

and, agreeing with the valuer, recommended £10, 000 for the hoard and £350 for the single coin, 

giving a total of £10, 350.  

The issues detailed in the coroner’s report were considered carefully, and the decision was made to 

defer the case until specific questions could be asked of the finder to clarify various issues and events, 

the questions also copied to the landowner and occupier for corroboration. 

 

Item 4: Any Other Business 

 

Replies had been received from all the provisional valuers regarding a potential meeting with the 

Committee members, and the date had been confirmed as Tuesday 7
th
 August at 11am (to be 

integrated with the next Committee meeting). All the valuers will be attending (i.e. James Morton, 

James Ede, Emily Barber, Peter Spencer, Richard Faulkiner) except Tom Eden, who will 

unfortunately be away all that week. 

 

Item 5: Date of next meeting:  

 

Tuesday 7
th

 August – Sackler Rooms A & B  

 


